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Predictor & LimA Product Training in UAE    
DMdB helping Envirozone make quality noise maps 

January 22nd, 2024 - Copenhagen, Denmark 

 

DMdB’s director, Douglas Manvell, has recently returned from a very successful, intensive and extensive 

multi-day training of Envirozone in Abu Dhabi on using using the Predictor-LimA software from Softnoise 

with the aim of developing strategic environmental noise maps of a range of noise sources, utilising data 

from a network of noise monitoring terminals to help build, calibrate and improve the results.  

Gipi Gopinathen, Project Manager at Envirozone, explained the background for the training. “We wanted to 

ensure that we got the most out of our investment in Predictor-LimA by training our in-house noise 

management staff. We are very satisfied with the training provided by DMdB”. 

DMdB’s director, Douglas Manvell adds “The many onsite and online Envirozone attendees were attentive 

and inquisitive. In addition to learning how to use the software, they also gained valuable insight into theory 

and best practice to ensure result quality while remaining efficient.” 

Envirozone is an environmental company providing state-of-the-art solutions for environmental monitoring 

in air quality, noise, vibration, water quality, environmental compliance, process monitoring/optimization, 

and emissions testing applications. Envirozone consultancy is ISO 17025 accredited for environmental 

testing services in the region. 

DMdB offers noise & vibration control advice and services to solution suppliers and application specialists 

to provide insight and quality assurance, based on DMdB’s world-class insight in applications, regulations 

and solutions, in a manner that makes business sense.  

To learn more about Envirozone, see envirozone.ae.  For more information about what services DMdB can 

provide, visit our website. 
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